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The reaction of [HOs,(CO),, ]- with AuClPR, (R = Et, Ph) yields the 
complex HOs3Au(CO),,(PR,), and the PPh3 derivative has been characterised 
by an X-ray analysis; the structure is compared with that of OS~AU(CO)~~(PP~~)- 
(SCN) and is shown to contain a formally unsaturated OS-OS bond. 

Mixed metal clusters are of interest since the polarity inherent in the mixed 
metal bonds should induce greater reactivity in these species than that observed 
in analogous monometallic clusters. In addition, gold complexes are of partic- 
ular interest since the heterometal gold has energetically low lying, unfilled 
orbit& available and should be prone to nucleophilic attack. The reaction of 
OSCAR with Au(PPh,)X (X = Cl, Br, I, or SCN) to give clusters of the type 
OS, Au(CO),, (PPh, )X is well established [ 1] . These mixed-metal clusters are 
saturated systems with each OS atom obeying the 18-electron rule. Prelim- 
inary X-ray data on the Cl and Br derivatives has shown that the clusters 
consist of an OS, triangle one edge of which is bridged by both the AuPPh, 
group and the halide atom [l] _ 

In this communication we report an alternative method for synthesising 
mixed OS-AU clusters. A halide may be displaced from a mononuclear halide 
complex by reaction with a cluster anion, or similarly by the reaction of a 
mononuclear cation with a cluster anion. The reaction of ]N(PPh,),] - 
[HOs,(CO),,] with Au(PR,)Cl (R = Ph, Et) in refluxing CH,Cl, yields the 
green complex HOS~AU(CO)~~(PR~) as the sole neutral product (R = Ph: 
35%, R = Et: 26%). The inclusion of Tl’ PF,- in the reaction increases the 
yield considerably by removing Cl- from the reaction mixture- 
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TABLE 2 

SELECTED BOND LENGTHS AND ANGLES 
_ __ _~__.__ _._- __ - ~__ -- 

H, OS, <CO),, HOs~Au(CO),, (PPh,) OS, Au(CO),,(PPh, )(SCN) 
-___ _...~_ 

Bridged Os-Os (A) 2.683(l) 2.699(l) 2.899(l) 

unbridged OS-OS (A) 2.815(l) n 2.834(l) = 2.863(l) = 

OS-AU (A) 2.755(2) = 2.772(2) o 

OS-AU-OS (” ) 58.7(l) 63.1(l) 

= Average of two distances. 

which indicates that any delocalisation of electron density in the hydrido 
complex is not centred on the Au atom- This leaves the bridged edges in the 
three clusters. In the two unsaturated species the bond lengths are signif- 
icantly shorter than single bond values while the bridged edge in the thio- 
cyanate complex is similar to the other OS-OS bond lengths in the cluster. 
The unsaturation in HOs, Au(CO),,, (PPh3) appears to be localised on the 
bridged OS-OS bond and the Au(PPh,) coordinates to the cluster in a sim- 
ilar manner to a hydride in H, Osg (CO),, _ The molecule therefore contains 
two potential acceptor centres, the gold and the unsaturated OS-OS link. 
Preliminary experiments indicate a facile adding of nucleophiles to the mole- 
cule including the reversible uptake of carbon monoxide_ 
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